I2	BEYOND HORIZONS
tall, spare man wearing the heavy, though carefully-trimmed, mous-
tache of his era—at approximately the same moment. He went
directly to his study, sat down at his desk, and entered the day's
events in his diary. He was not to be disturbed during that work.
For thirty-five years, wherever he was, he kept his diary. In all
that time I don't suppose he missed sixty days. When there ard
omitted entries, they usually come in groups—a blank week, even
a blank fortnight. When the diary resumes, there is no explanation
of the gap or no summary of what happened in the interim. Each
day's entry begins by noting the weather, the temperature, the date,
and the place. At sea, it notes the day's run. For the rest, it is
chiefly a list of the persons he met each day. It took an extra-
ordinary event in his life to draw mention in the diary. Even when
I was lost in the Arctic, and he was frightfully worried, there are
only one or two diary references to me. However, he was very ill
then—dying—-which could explain his silence. The only entry is:
"No word from Lincoln."
In the beginning he kept each year's diary in a leather-bound
vest-pocket notebook. Always frugal in the use of little things, he
adopted a microscopic hand for his diary, so that one tiny notebook
would last out an entire year. This handwriting he continued to
the end of his life. It is so fine and small that even people with
sharp eyesight need a glass to read it easily. In later life he dis-
covered a book in which he could make daily entries for five years—
a book fitting comfortably into an overcoat-pocket. He was writing
in the fourth book when he died. The four limp-leather volumes
occupy not over six inches of shelf space, but through them marches
the procession of his days for the last twenty years of his life.
He was full of maxims of the Benjamin Franklin type. One
favourite was: "Whatever is worth doing at all is worth doing well."
Opening a package is worth doing, and so he always untied the
string and saved it. I never saw him cut a string, and I don't believe
he ever did cut one. After his death we found bales of string. He
even collected strings. We found a deep drawer full of string speci-
mens—a bushel or two of them—and so far as anybody could tell,
there were no two alike.
Another eccentricity of his was that he would never let a servant
lay a fire for him. He considered himself an expert and always

